
 
Hull IASS: Supporting a Young Person in a College Setting 

 

 
The Context 
 
This case study focuses on three themes: 
 

1. Education Health & Care Plan (EHCP) application  
2. Supporting a young person to revisit their education through college  
3. Supporting them to appeal an exclusion 

 
This case study highlights the positive impact for young people with learning difficulties who access 
SENDIASS for information, advice and support. In this instance, it is particularly important that the service 
user felt empowered and that their voice was heard by every agency involved. The process demonstrates 
how Hull SENDIASS implements best practice when engaging with service users and professionals at all 
levels and abilities. All names have been anonymised to protect the identity of the individual or individuals 
concerned. 
 

Overview 
 

• James has a draft EHCP that is currently being revised prior to issuing the final plan. 

• He was a former learner at A-College, however he was excluded for behavioural issues in 
September 2020.  

• SENDIASS supported James with appealing the decision, though the appeal was unsuccessful 

• SENDIASS supported James to initiate the EHCP process, gathered evidence from previous 
settings on his behalf and put the request in, ensuring that James was at the centre of the process 
and relevant decision making. 

• SENDIASS supported James to look at various colleges including viewing these settings. 

• SENDIASS worked closely with other agencies such as Social Care in order to address any issues 
with James’ application process including a refusal to offer him a place at B-College.  

 

The Story  
 
James is 20 years old, has moderate to severe learning difficulties and lives independently in the Hull area. 
He was also diagnosed with a high level of anxiety.  An autism referral was made in 2014, however it was 
felt that his issues in school could be attributed to his learning difficulties and his past experiences. James 
previously lived with his grandparents under a residency order when he was much younger. Now, he has a 
close support network from his family including his grandmother, mother and auntie.  
 
James has extensive involvement from the Adult Social Care team with an allocated Social Worker and 
support from the SENDIASS team in Hull. James had previous involvement from the NHS Intensive Support 
team for issues around mental health and Cannabis use.  
 
James initially accessed the SENDIAS service in 2019 to request support in finding a suitable placement as 
he previously attended C-College. Having passed his course, James wanted to continue with his studies. 
SENDIASS successfully supported James in securing a place at A-College. 
 

The support provided by IASS 
 
Hull SENDIASS continued to support James from August 2020. A Practitioner re-evaluated the piece of work 
and established a new referral and type of support James required. James was excluded from A-College for 



the attempted assault of another pupil which resulted in a security guard and several members of staff being 
involved.  
 
Hull SENDIASS supported James to:  
 

• Write an appeal letter to the head of the college  

• Look through his paperwork to ensure accuracy 

• Communicate with relevant college staff to establish their views  

• Look at what provision was in place to support him and if he was subject to any previous warnings 
or exclusions  

• Consult the Code of Practice alongside the college’s behaviour policy.   
 
It was prudent to ensure that the James was not placed at a substantial disadvantage when considering the 
exclusion, as Section 20 (3) of the Equality Act (2010) states that:  
 
“The first requirement is a requirement, where a provision, criterion or practice of A's puts a disabled person 
at a substantial disadvantage in relation to a relevant matter in comparison with persons who are not disabled, 
to take such steps as it is reasonable to have to take to avoid the disadvantage.”  
 
Hull SENDIASS worked with James to gather his views on the situation and helped him to create an appeal 
letter.  
 
The appeal letter was unsuccessful, however James accepted the decision and was keen to move forward 
in looking at alternative placements.   
 
Following further conversations with James, he decided that he wanted to enrol at B-College and undertake 
a course in either mechanics or another practical course that could lead to employment. James and his 
mother visited the college on an enrolment day. They provided a full history regarding James’ needs, previous 
exclusions and what support he would need in a new college setting. James was told by the college that this 
would not be an issue and they could support his needs.  
 
At James’ request, Hull SENDIASS contacted the Special Educational Needs department at the college to 
explain James’ needs in greater detail. As a result, a professionals meeting was requested between the 
SENCo and Assistant SENCo at the college, and James’ social worker with Hull SENDIASS also being 
requested to join. The reason for the request was in order to freely discuss James’ case without causing him 
any unnecessary and undue stress - the social worker advised that James’s unpredictable and violent 
behaviour may impede the ability to safely hold a meeting freely and have honest discussions.  
 
To ensure that James remained informed and at the centre of any decision making process, James gave his 
consent for Hull SENDIASS to attend this meeting so that his voice and rights were considered throughout.  
 
After the professional meeting, the college had decided that they could not in good conscience offer James 
a place at the college, particularly in an environment that contains equipment and other potentially dangerous 
tools that could be used as a weapon. She advised that without an EHCP, they could not guarantee the safety 
and welfare of other vulnerable learners at the college due to James’ history of unpredictable and violent 
behaviour. Hull SENDIASS explained the situation to James and advised he could make a formal complaint 
to the college about discrimination should he choose to. 
 
Due to James moderate to severe learning difficulty, he is considered disabled under the Equality Act 
(2010). 
 
Hull SENDIASS conducted a home visit along with James’ social worker to look at next steps. James was 
fully informed of his rights and options including any legal information. At the time of writing this case study, 
James did not wish to pursue the complaints procedure. His SENDIASS practitioner explained the EHCP 
process. 
 
After being informed of his options, James was keen to start the EHCP process in order to have a full 
assessment of his needs with the aim of securing a plan to ensure that he could progress with his education 
through a stable placement, and correctly identified support. Hull SENDIASS began the process of a young 
person’s request. 



 
It was ensured that the decision to refuse placement was in writing from the college, that it stated the reasons 
why, and ensured James was able to understand their reasons for refusal.  
 
However, shortly after the refusal, James then received several messages from the college, stating that 
following his visit to the college setting, James was welcome to enrol and they would “look forward to seeing 
him” at the open day.  
 
James instructed his SENDIASS practitioner to contact the college and look into this as he felt he was getting 
mixed messages, causing confusion. Hull SENDIASS investigated this and established that the message 
was sent in error as college departments did not communicate with each other the status of James’ 
application.  
 
The assistant SENCo proceeded to advise that now James had received the welcome pack in writing, the 
college could no longer refuse his application to enrol. Hull SENDIASS relayed this information to James who 
was happy with the outcome. A few days later however, the college informed Hull SENDIASS that the 
Designated Safeguarding Lead at the college had overruled the decision of the SEND department to allow 
James to enrol and was now in full agreement that a placement would no longer be offered to James.  
 
SENDIASS advised the college that James was in the process of applying for an EHCP and he would be 
requesting B-College as part of the consultation process. Hull SENDIASS continue to support James in this 
process. 
 

The difference made / outcome  
 

• Recognising the breakdown in communication between two departments in the college, it is clear that 
consistency is a key feature in this case with the sharing of information and resources within the college 
setting. This is not only important to allow processes to run efficiently, but also to ensure the wellbeing 
of the learner and their family is not negatively affected or forgotten. Hull SENDIASS were able to 
support and guide James through this potentially confusing and frustrating situation, allowing his views 
to be communicated clearly throughout. 

• Although Hull SENDIASS recognised the need to undertake the meeting without James being present, 
it was ensured that he was fully informed of who was present and what was discussed. 

• As with any SENDIASS engagement, it has been imperative that the legal rights of the young person 
are heard, known and recognised by all parties, that they are empowered to follow the correct and legal 
processes and are able to access services they have a right to do so. 

• Where the most recent decision from B-College may not have been the decision James would have 
wanted, it is clear that he understands his rights to appeal and is supported to apply for an EHCP to 
allow for further support in an education setting.  

 
Looking ahead 
 
• James has been successful in obtaining an EHCP draft plan and Hull SENDIASS are in the process of 

supporting James to understand the contents of the plan, ensuring he is happy with the provision and 
contents listed.  

• Hull SENDIASS are supporting James to look at alternative placements as a backup option should B- 
College refuse the placement at consultation.  

• Hull SENDIASS can support James in appealing the contents of his EHCP including Section I 
(placement) should he choose to do so. James has also been advised of his appeal rights and the 
timescales attached to that, including his right to “legal aid” where necessary and appropriate.  

 
 
Contact Details:  
Robbie Cruickshank-Sutton 
Hull SENDIASS Strategic Coordinator 
Email: robbie.cruickshank-sutton@kids.org.uk 
Mob: 07702810373 
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